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Abstract
Background: Gestational Trophoblastic Neoplasia (GTN) is a spectrum of pregnancy-associated tumours emerging from
placental tissue. Generally, GTN patients are considered to have a high rate of recovery. However, almost 25 per cent of GTN
tumours resist, or have a high probability of relapsing following the first line of chemo treatment. Thus, tumours that resist or
relapse requires salvage chemotherapy, sometimes accompanied by surgery. Globally, clinicians utilize a range of salvage
regimens. Currently, ongoing debates are centred around choosing the best regimens in terms of safety and efficacy. Therefore,
the current research aims to appraise the success and level of safeness using chemotherapy to treat patients with resistant or
recurrent GTN.

Methods: The authors will conduct a methodological exploration in online-based databases to find Randomized Controlled Trials
related to the adoption of chemotherapy agents as treatment for resistant or recurrent GTN patients. The databases are as follows:
EMBASE, PubMed, Cochrane Database Central, UpToDate, Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure, Web of Science, and
WanFang Database. The search will be limited to articles published in either English or Chinese. Moreover, the authors will also
perform a search for ongoing trials on online-based clinical trial registries. Two independent authors will screen and select articles for
review. A similar process will be followed by two independent authors to complete the extraction of data and evaluate the bias risk. In
relevant cases, the authors will contract trial investigators to obtain related, unpublished data. The authors will use the random-effects
model for pooling data in RevMan software (v5.3).

Results: The present systematic review aims to evaluate the efficacy and level of safeness associated with using chemotherapy for
resistant or recurrent GTN patients.

Conclusion: The results of the proposed systematic analysis could summarize the most recent evidence for the use of
chemotherapy agents on GTN patients.

Ethics and dissemination: Since the proposed study uses pre-published data, an ethical approval is not required.

Review registration number: Aug 25, 2021.osf.io/rgzbn. (https://osf.io/rgzbn/).

Abbreviations: GTN = gestational trophoblastic neoplasia, RCTs = randomized controlled trials.
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1. Introduction

Gestational trophoblastic disease alludes to a succession of
interconnected tumours that emerge from placenta tissues. It
includes premalignant disorders, benign molar pregnancies,
choriocarcinoma, malignant disorders of invasive mole, epitheli-
oid trophoblastic tumour, and placental site trophoblastic
tumor.[1–4] After pre-malignant disorders (whole and fractional
hydatidiformmole), Gestational Trophoblastic Neoplasia (GTN)
is prevalent in 15% to 20% and 1% to 4% of individuals,
respectively, with local uterine invasion which can be accompa-
nied by metastases.[1,5] In most cases, GTN is an after effect of
molar pregnancies. However, in some cases, it could occur after
any gestation. In GTN, uterine haemorrhage is the most
commonly observed symptom. However, extrauterine haemor-
rhagic cases could be the initial symptom in an individual with
extrauterine spread: liver, lung, gastrointestinal tract, or brain.[6–
8] Recently, the wide accessibility of serum human chorionic
gonadotropin measurement and first trimester ultrasound have
resulted in changing the presentation of molar pregnancies. More
specifically, it has changed from a condition associated in the
second trimester to one in the first trimester. Therefore, most
patients exhibit few symptoms at diagnosis.[9] In general, molar
pregnancies tend to resolve naturally after one or more uterine
evacuations, which could be accompanied by chemotherapy.
Invasive mole and Choriocarcinoma are the most prevalent types
of GTN. Meanwhile, the occurrence of epithelioid trophoblastic
and placental site trophoblastic tumours is rare.
In 2002, the International Society for the Study of Tropho-

blastic Diseases adopted the combination of the WHO-FIGO
system.[10,11] Accordingly, a score of six or less is representative
of a low-risk. Meanwhile, a high-risk is classified by a score of
seven or higher. Choriocarcinomas and invasive moles are
tumours that are highly sensitive to chemo. As a result, the use of
chemo agents can completely cure all lesions associated with a
low level of risk and 80% to 90%of high-risk lesions. Still, nearly
25 per cent of cases will form resistance to the first line of
treatment or will relapse. In such instances, salvage chemothera-
pywill be required. A second-line of chemotherapy encompassing
paclitaxel/etoposide alternating with paclitaxel/cisplatin or
bleomycin is extensively used for resistant or relapsing
tumours.[12,13] Reportedly, there is a 94 per cent overall cure
rate for high-risk diseases.[14] Over the last decades, there has
been a substantial improvement in efficacious chemotherapy
regimens, consequently improving the overall prognosis for
GTN. In the majority of cases where females were treated with
chemotherapy, medical professionals expect them to be long-
term survivors. Therefore, to prove the prediction, the present
systematic evaluation aims to evaluate the most effective
chemotherapy agents to treat recurrent or resistant GTN patients
and the efficacy and safety of these agents.

2. Objectives

To assess the efficacy and safety level of adopting different
chemotherapy agents to heal recurrent or resistant GTN patients.
3. Methods

The present systematic review observes the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic review and Meta-Analysis Protocol
(PRISMA-P) statement. Moreover, the study has been registered
under on OSF (https://osf.io/rgzbn/).[15]
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3.1. Criteria for considering studies for this study
3.1.1. Types of studies. Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs).
Only studies published in Chinese and English are considered for
inclusion.

3.1.2. Types of participants.Adult females (aged 18 and above)
diagnosed with GTN will be considered. There aren’t any
limitations in terms of ethnicity and age.

3.1.3. Types of interventions. To compare treatment modali-
ties: any chemo regimen against 1) radiotherapy, 2) different
chemo regimen, 3) surgical treatment, and 4) chemoradiation.
There aren’t any restrictions in terms of dose, duration,
frequency, or combination.

3.1.4. Types of outcome measures. The primary outcomes
involve the complete survival rate, treatment failure, response
rate, and remission/complete. Meanwhile, quality of life,
progression-free survival, and adverse outcomes will be consid-
ered as secondary outcomes.[16]
3.2. Search methods for identifications of studies
3.2.1. Electronic searches. The authors will systematically
explore online-based databases to find RCTs related to adopting
chemotherapy agents as treatment for resistant or recurrent
GTN patients. The databases are as follows: EMBASE,
PubMed, Cochrane Database Central, UpToDate, Chinese
National Knowledge Infrastructure, Web of Science, and
WanFang Database. The search will only consider articles
written in either English or Chinese. The key search terms will be
combined with terms associated with “chemotherapy,” “gesta-
tional trophoblastic neoplasia,” “randomized,” “randomized
controlled trial.”

3.2.2. Searching other resources. The authors will physically
explore the references of suitable studies and related systematic
reviews to seek out any other relevant articles.
3.3. Data collection and analysis
3.3.1. Study selection. The screening and selection of articles
for review shall be undertaken by a couple of independent
authors. Besides, two independent authors will retrieve and assess
the full-text based on the previously mentioned inclusion/
exclusion criteria. Moreover, the same authors will examine
the full-text of remaining articles to compile a final list of articles.
Any disagreements during this process will be discussed with
another independent author. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram
related to the selection of study articles.

3.3.2. Data extraction andmanagement. The pertinent data of
each research article that satisfy the inclusion criteria shall be
compiled through a form to extract data. Two authors will
autonomously extract all pertinent information. The extracted
data will then be compared once the review concludes. A third
independent author will be consulted to resolve all divergences.
The extracted data will include name of authors, publication
date, study design, intervention chemotherapy regimen, dose,
duration, frequency, treatment duration, study population, age,
histology, and outcome measures.

3.3.3. Assessment of risk bias. The bias risk evaluation of the
included RCTs will be based on the Cochrane Collaboration
Tool.[17] A third independent author will be consulted to resolve
all divergences
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Figure 1. Flowchart of study selection process.
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3.3.4. Measures of treatment effect. This systematic review
shall adopt the effect treatment measures outlined:
In dichotomous results, the reviewers shall utilize the risk ratios

and 95% confidence intervals;
For continuous results, the reviewers shall utilize the mean

differences or standardizedmean differences and 95% confidence
interval;
For time-to-event data, the authors will employ the hazard

ratio to facilitate comparison of the risk of fatality or progression
of disease.

3.3.5. Assessment of heterogeneity.Heterogeneity among the
included articles shall be evaluated by visually inspecting the forest
plots, estimating the heterogeneity percentage among trials that
cannot be attributed to sampling variation, and through a official
statistical test to assess the heterogeneity significance.[18–20] In
the case of any substantial heterogeneity, the authors will examine
and report the plausible causes for the heterogeneity.

3.3.6. Sensitivity analysis. The reviewers will perform a
sensitivity analysis to appraise the robustness of the meta-
analyses. It will be achieved by contrasting the results in all the
trials before omitting trials of lesser systematic quality or those
classified to pose an elevated bias risk.
3

4. Discussion

The planned analysis is the inaugural attempt to assess the
efficacy and safeness of using different chemotherapy agents to
treat resistant or recurrent GTN patients. The authors will
endeavour to perform a comprehensive search of all related
literature sources, including the grey sources to prevent missing
any related study. A couple of autonomous authors will conduct
all the procedures related to study selection, data extraction, and
methodologic quality assessment. The authors will consult a third
independent author to resolve all divergences. The results of the
proposed systematic study will offer latest evidence on the
efficiency and level of security associated with adopting different
chemotherapy agents to cure resistant or recurrent GTN. Besides,
the findings can also present helpful evidence for patients,
clinicians, and direct future studies.
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